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Press Release January 7, 2020 

Solidarity with Poland's Crucial Struggle for Judicial Independence 

The New Judges Association fully supports the struggle to maintain the independence and 

democratic ties of our colleagues in Poland: 

In the middle of Europe, the rule of law is being destroyed in Poland. The ruling party is in 

action to create a judiciary that will carry out its will alone. Poland is our European neighbor 

and friend. After the communist past and its consequences, we have all considered it 

impossible for this country to turn away from the rule of law again. Now the Polish 

government is undertaking to silence the judiciary, to detach it from society, to make it 

dependent only on its compliance with those in power, to be unprotected against being 

punished and bullied in the event of unpleasant judgments and objective criticism, for 

example of the grossly unlawful refusal to implement the mandatory European law. Against 

all warnings from friends, statements by the EU, judgments of European and (still) 

independent national courts. 

As judges and public prosecutors working in Germany, we cannot accept that. We are fully in 

solidarity with our Polish colleagues who will demonstrate on January 11, 2020 for the 

separation of powers and an independent judiciary. We have asked our members to support 

the march and will participate as far as possible. 

Only a genuinely independent judiciary, which is (self-)critical in the midst of community life, 

can guarantee the rights of citizens. It alone can maintain trust, freedom and peace in the 

community and strive for justice. Those who trample this principle trample on the core of 

what our common Europe stands for after the abyss of dictatorships and states ruled by 

injustice. As Germans in particular, we have a responsibility to fully preserve the legacy of 

enlightenment and lessons from the cruel past, together with all Europeans at the side of our 

Polish friends. 

The PiS may try to increase its might, undermine the separation of powers, and do much 

more harm than only to its citizens. We, united, will not let our common European values be 

taken, not in Europe, not in Poland. 
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